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A. Features
1. All songs of hymns of different hymnbook editions in numerical order of hymnal.
2. To accommodate the different singing patterns of the users and congregations, Hm 2008 has developed a unique manual system to introduce an almost-live-band musical effect. Hm2008 is ideal for sizeable meetings.
3. Hm2008 can adjust the tempo and tones of music to suit the signers.
4. There are more than 10 different instrument sounds including organ and piano.
5. Users can program the number of times to repeat, select different musical instruments and even pick certain parts of harmony beforehand. They can also change setting while playing songs.
6. Hm2008 can be connected to an amplifier to serve in large meeting places.

B. Location of controls

C. Operating Instructions

1. General Operation
a. Insert six AA batteries in correct polarity or connect the power cord to 6-9V DC outlet [1].
b. Turn on the power switch [2] and the repeat/tone indicator [13][14] will show 0.0

c. Key in the number of the desired song by pressing digital keys [6] and the numerical/tempo indicator [14] will show the number in accordance.
d. Press start/stop button [9] to play the chosen song. It will start playing the song by organ at a moderate speed and in the key written on the songbook. The song will be played repeatedly without prelude. (Users can change the basic setting beforehand or in the middle of playing songs.)
e. Press the pause button [8] to stop playing music and press the button again to resume music.
f. Press the stop button [7] to stop the music. Without keying in a new number of songs or changing any setting, the music will start from the very beginning of the chosen song after the user presses the start/stop button [9].
g. By pressing the tempo control key [4] or the tone adjustment key [5], users can adjust the tempo and tone of the song accordingly.

2. Changing Settings
a. To repeat a song: First, press the repeat button [10] and then key in the number of times for the song to repeat by pressing the 0-9 digital keys. The repeat/tone indicator will show the number in accordance.
b. To select musical instrument: Press the instrument selector button [11] and choose desired instrument by keying in the numbers assigned for the instruments. They are as follows:

| 1. Organ | 6. Piano + Organ |
| 2. Piano | 7. Xylophone + Organ |
| 3. Xylophone | 8. Wind + Organ |
| 5. Trumpet | 0. Violin + Organ |

c. To select parts of harmony to play: Press the function key [12] and select the harmony styles by keying in the assigned number 0-4 through the digital keys. The numbers are assigned as follows:

- 0: Soprano with accompany code
  1. Soprano Solo
  2. Alto Solo
  4. Bass Solo

- 2: To set up prelude before playing songs: Press function key [12] and then press 5, 6, 7, of the digital keys. The 3 different preludes are arranged as follows:
  5. the first phrase + the last phrase of the song
  6. the first phrase of the song
  7. the last phrase of the song

3. Special arrangements for playing songs
a. To play the chorus of one song: After keying in the number of the desirable song, press function key [12] and then press [6] of the digital keys. Press the start/stop button [9] to play only the chorus. If the song does not include a chorus, it will be soundless and the numeric/tempo indicator will show 0.
b. To play songs in numerical order: Key in the number of song to start from then press function key[12]-followed by [6] of the digital keys.
Press start/stop button [9] and it will start with the song selected to the last song of the songbook in sequence. Without receiving a new repeat command, each song will only be played once. If there is a repeat command given, each song will be repeated in accordance. Users can change the setting in the middle of playing songs.
c. To play the chorus of songs in sequence Similarly, press function key [12] followed by [8] of digital keys. Only the chorus of songs will be played in numerical order. Songs that have no chorus will be skipped automatically.

Hymnmaster - Digital Hymnal is compatible with hymnbooks
0 - By hymnal index
1 - Hymns for God's People
2 - Hymns for Family of God
3 - Sing to the Lord
4 - The Hymnal for Worship & Celebration
5 - The Christian Life Hymnal
6 - Baptist Hymnal
7 - The Celebration Hymnal